Information flow related to visual search assessed using magnetoencephalography.
The sequence of neural activation during a visual search task was investigated using magnetoencephalography and the source locations for the activations were analyzed using a single-dipole algorithm. Five components (M1-5) were detected at mean latencies of 110, 146, 196, 250 and 333 ms in both of two different stimulus conditions; a target popped out in one stimulus condition (pop-out), while it did not in the other condition (non-pop-out). Statistical analysis showed that the M3 amplitude was larger and the M5 latency was shorter in the pop-out condition than in the non-pop-out condition, while there was no difference in the other components between the conditions. Neural sources were localized in the calcarine sulcus (M1) and the posterior fusiform gyrus (M2) of the hemisphere contralateral to the stimuli, the intraparietal sulcus and the posterior superior temporal sulcus (M3) in either of the hemispheres, and the calcarine sulcus (M4) of the same hemisphere in which the early processing (M1 and M2) occurred. The criteria for source localization were not satisfied for M5. The results suggest that the processing for pop-out and non-pop-out stimuli share a common mechanism; after early feature processing in the occipital cortex (M1 and M2), visual information is processed in the parietal and temporal regions (M3) and then some of this information is fed back to the occipital cortex (M4).